With constant application of big data technology, popularization of artificial intelligent algorithm has involves in various fields especially in image processing. Not only the original image information is processed, but also relevant calculations are done on image restoration and construction. In image restoration field, some intelligent algorithms have acquired rapid development. Traditional restoration algorithm based on partial differential equation keeps problems of large amount of calculation and complicated iteration. On the basis of MATLAB Platform, this paper combines them together. It does simulation and comparison on reduction process through introducing Hopfield Network of discrete neural network into partial differential equation and utilizing bionic algorithm. Utilization of simulation reduction technology in this paper verifies that discrete neural network in image restoration technology keeps good astringency and identification capability thus realizing construction of image restoration technology, acquiring good accuracy and reaching acceptable calculation and iteration size.
INTRODUCTION
Partial differential equation in image processing has acquired wide application. With popularization of artificial intelligent algorithm, it is widely utilized in various fields which reflects high practicability. Technology accuracy and automation degree are also improved. The widely utilized neural network algorithm has been paid higher and higher attention at present. Nowadays there exist more researches on image restoration application in the aspect of image processing. For example, font fade in everyday life would bring some convenience. Identification of vehicle license plate and vehicle model is established on the basis of good image identification, thus leading application of artificial intelligent algorithm in image restoration to become requirements. Traditional partial differential equation in image processing usually acquires good convergence speed and iteration speed whose accuracy promotion is limited by calculation and iteration size. Neural network algorithm exactly keeps unique advantages in the aspect of large-scale data processing and calculation. Therefore this paper does application research on partial differential equation image processing combining with discrete neural network [1].
MODEL CONSTRUCTIONS

Working Principle of Hopfield Network
Hopfield proposed this new network in 1982 and named it after him. One of its features is full connection whose architectural feature and algorithm learning are different from the past. Its early network structure is class-based, which belongs to binary type. Hopfield neural network would do association, speculation memorizing and logical judgment through imitating brain nerve, whose application acquires success in various fields. Its feasibility has been verified by countless engineering practice [2] .
Neural network has two output values which are 1 standing for activation state and -1 meaning inhibition state. Both the different states may also be expressed by other numbers. Therefore Hopfield network is discrete. This paper utilizes Hopfield binary neuron, whose network architecture is different from other networks. Fig.1 shows its architecture. Hopfield network layer is single layer with only two output values which are 1 and -1. Base layer shown in the diagram is network type, which is not designed for calculation. Therefore it is not real neuron. Neuron of summation layer namely the second layer is real neuron, which does product and cumulative sum on type value and weighting. Print value comes into being through processing of nonlinear transformation ) (u T . ) (u T is permission function which does judgment on print value. If it is higher than 0, output value is the set value being 1. If it is lower than 0, output value would be -1. Its calculation formula is as follows.
in formula 2-1 is external type value which caters for the following one.
Output of Hopfield network has relationship with tense. One n dimension vector is output at t moment, which is integration of neuron information. 
Network Working Modes
Evolution process of Hopfield network is dynamic mode whose neuron state keeps dynamics characteristics. Its process caters for Lyapunov Function. Being similar to the natural world, it advances in the direction of energy decreasing. When network reaches one equilibrium value, state at this moment becomes print value [4] .
Network working modes include serial and parallel which are different from each other. Operation steps are shown below.
Step One: Initialize Hopfield network.
Step Two: Randomly select neuron i .
Step Three: Calculate neuron output ) (t u i at t moment.
Step Step Five: Discriminate and loop steady states. Steady state means that output keeps invariant from i t moment on. Then the following formula comes.
Learning Rules of Discrete Hopfield Network
For the purpose of having Hopfield network be steady, symmetrical and convergent, design of learning rules needs doing. The frequently used are exterior product method and interpolation method.  , its interconnection value could be learned through exterior product method, whose formula is below.
Hopfield steps could be concluded as follows.
Step One: Write weighting matrix following 1-7 and according to sample matrix.
Step Two: Set test matrix
and set iteration number.
Step Three: Do calculation. Formula is below.
Step Four: Discriminate steady conditions and do loops.
2) Orthogonal Method
This algorithm is generally shown in the following steps.
Step One: Print input matrix
and parameters of  and h .
Step Two: Calculate
Step Three: Do singular value decomposition T USV A  on the above-mentioned matrix and solve its rank .
Step Four: Calculate
Step Five: Calculate
Step Six: Calculate ) exp( t hW W 
Step Seven: Calculate
Image Reconstruction Theory Based on Partial Differential Equation
There exist numerous research achievements on image reconstruction based on Poisson Equation, which is a kind of mature application. It does image structure identification on its gradient field in different directions thus realizing image reconstruction.
is gradient matrix of image which has finished gradient reconstruction through charge coupled device. Image reconstruction is realized through utilizing gradient matrix and acquiring extreme value of image two-dimensional function, which is seen in the following formula.
Acquire extreme value of 8 to get the formula below. Considering complexity of practical conditions, add curvature impact factor into diffusion map to get 13. 
MODEL SOLUTIONS
Firstly construct steady matrix. Image needs reconstructing in this paper is digital image in which ten matrixes from 0 to 10 acts as ideal domain, whose dimension is 10 10  . 1 and -1 do discretization on it whose filling domain is 1 and blank domain is -1. Its standard image is shown in Fig.2-4 . Network keeps memory and identification capabilities on steady matrix, which contacts discrete matrix of image waiting for being restored with network. It does identification, comparison, association and memory on matrix thus making accurate restoration judgment and realizing purpose of accurate identification. Fig.3 shows network design flow.
Figure 2. Network Design Flow Diagram
Discrete the ideal image through MATLAB, construct discrete network after digital matrix is constructed, discrete the image waiting for being processed and import it into MATLAB database. Debug each parameter and do restoration on image. Simulation steps are seen below.
Step One: Import training matrix Step Two: Construct discrete network ) (T newhop net  , connect matrix with network and do simulation.
Step Three: Do simulation test on for i to n .
Step Four: Analyze results. Simulation steps of feed-forward network are similar with those of this network, whose simulation results are shown in Fig.4 . It is known from the figure that discrete network keeps good restoration capability on image restoration of partial differential equation and has ability to process complex images.
CONCLUSION
Do restoration on the lost information image respectively utilizing discrete Hopfield neural network and feed-forward network. Utilize high-performance computing platform MATLAB to do distributed computation. Restore the damaged images through combination of large data thought. It constructs image restoration technology model based on artificial intelligent partial differential equation and realizes restoration simulation. Utilization of simulation restoration technology in this paper verifies that discrete neural network keeps good convergence and identification capability in image restoration technology thus realizing construction of image restoration technology. It also acquires high accuracy, acceptable calculation and iteration size. Discrete neural network keeps good restoration capability on images with high convergent speed. Utilization of artificial intelligent neural network algorithm in partial differential image restoration technology has broad application prospect.
